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Solution Tree. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 124 pages. Dimensions: 9.9in. x 6.9in. x
0.5in.Professional development embedded within the PLC culture is vital to successfully
implementing the Common Core State Standards. Integrate the CCSS for English language arts into
your schools instruction, curriculum, assessment, and intervention practices with this
straightforward resource. Using specific leader-driven examples and scenarios, discover the what
and how of teaching so you can ensure students master the standards. Benefits - Master the CCSS
for English language arts and develop common understandings to strengthen instructional practice
- Learn strategies for leading collaborative teams in implementing the CCSS ELA. - Learn the five
fundamental shifts in literacy instruction necessary to enhance students language development -
Understand the leaders responsibilities in supporting teachers in delivering high-quality instruction
to all students including English learners and students with special needs - Learn the qualities of
effective ELA programs and how the CCSS ELA relate to such programs - Develop understanding of
high-quality formative and summative assessments and how collaborative teams can draw on
valuable data sources to make instructional decisions This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

Merely no words to spell out. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have read. Your life span will likely be transform as soon as you full reading this
book.
-- Marvin Okuneva-- Marvin Okuneva

Completely among the best publication I have got at any time go through. I have got go through and so i am confident that i will likely to read again once
more down the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Zachery Mertz-- Zachery Mertz
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